MosonShow - Jurying process, principles
The Jury:
- 3 people will judge in each category.
The methods and principles of the judging :
1.

The jury looks at the models entered, getting an impression of the level of models in
category; selecting the models to be judged.

2.

Determines the difficulty levels within the given category.

3.

The way the model was made (eg. open or closed canopy, opening of service panels,
etc.) is neither an advantage nor a drawback, it merely defines the category.
The difficulty, quality and reality of the work done are decisive.

Visual inspection
In the case of evaluating the models only by looking at them, the evaluation sheet used here
must contain the serial number of the selected model (s), the registration number of the
modeller and the proposed award.
Scoring (Percentage)
4.

The judges decides all together which criteria should be disregarded in case of the
particular model (for example: ... the absence of the interior of a closed vehicle is not a
disadvantage).

5.

The jury evaluates the models selected for scoring. Each member of the jury will
evaluate each of the selected models individually (on a score sheet).

6.

Depending on the number of models entered in a particular category, about 8 16 different modellers’ models are evaluated.

7.

In a particular category - based on the modeller's registration number – maximum 2
models may the judges propose for evaluation (... but only the higher scoring one could get
an award!).

8.

The jury will score on the sheet for that particular category.

9.

In case of a criteria cannot be evaluated for a model (eg. engine on a sailing plane)
that row (criteria) must be removed by striking it through. Thus, the "absence" of this
does not adversely affect scoring.

10.

For fully defective execution "0" score has to be given (eg. inverted V set for wings on
an airplane).

11.

The „level of difficulty” has to be assessed within the particular category (eg. a rigged
biplane aircraft is harder to finish than a single plane aircraft; or an opened up armoured vehicle
against a tank with a closed manhole).

12.

Evaluation of the painting of the subcomponents has to be done at the corresponding
criteria under the painting section.

13.

At the end of the model's evaluation, the Judge has to sum up the number of Xs given
and verify that the total is equal to the other Judges total / number of evaluated
criteria.

Awarding:
- Depending on the quality of work done, Gold - Silver - Bronze awards will be given.
- Based on the decision of the Judges (quality of work done, considered), it may occur – that
in a give category not all three grades but - eg. only Bronze award is given.
- No award will be given in those categories where the level of evaluated models has not
reached a predetermined minimum (score). (In such a case, the highest scoring models will get a
„Kiemelt munka” (Commended work) recognition)
- Based on the reached score of the models, there is no limit to the amount of prizes
given.
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